Readings and Assignments

Assignments
Presentation of the Reading Assignments.
The seminar will be arranged to be largely "student-centered" and "student-driven." This means I will ask students working in pairs to make informed presentations of the week's principal reading assignments (the students can divide the work up as they see fit). "Informed" means that the students making the presentation in a given week will present a thorough overview of the main reading assignment(s) while at the same time focusing on particular passages or episodes that they find especially interesting and worthy of discussion and interpretation. "Informed" also means that the students who are presenting the reading assignment in a given week will consult the critical literature and bring a few citations from the critical literature (either hard copies or web presentation) for everyone to consider and discuss. The citations from the secondary literature may involve one of the particular passages or episodes in the reading assignments that the presenters have found particularly important, or they may involve more general questions about broader topics, themes, or problems in the work as a whole. We will adapt as necessary, but, at present, it looks like each student will make two, in some cases possibly three such presentations of the main readings during the course of the semester.
Passages for Discussion
All students who are NOT involved in presenting the readings during a given week need to read the assignment carefully and be prepared to: a) participate actively in the discussion growing out of your classmates' presentation, and b) at some point during class, be prepared to discuss one or two particular passages that you have previously identified during your reading as especially interesting or worthy of further elaboration or explication.
Grade percentages.
Graduate Students:
1. Class participation (includes presentations of the readings, your selected passages, and your preparedness for and involvement in discussions): 40% 2. A research paper of article length (20-25 pages double-spaced typescript including notes) and a research report about your paper to be given on one of the final days of the seminar: 60%
Undergraduate Students:
